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The change of chirality of the interface domain wall formed in a hard/soft exchange-coupled bilayer sub-
mitted to an in-plane rotating field is studied experimentally through the anisotropic magnetoresistance re-
sponse of the film. It is shown that the chirality reversal can take place in one or two stages, depending on the
field strength. The irreversible transitions which occur during the two-stage process correspond to an unwind-
ing and a rewinding in the opposite sense of the magnetic profile. The formation of multidomain structures
during these transitions is evidenced and shown to be of prime importance for the understanding of the reversal
process.
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Thin-film exchange-spring magnets made of the juxta
sition of hard and soft ferromagnetic~or ferrimagnetic! lay-
ers constitute model systems as they offer the ability to c
ate and study well-controlled artificial Bloch-like walls o
simple geometry.1 In the past, many works have been d
voted to the determination of the magnetic profiles wh
form in such structures upon reversal of the applied magn
field.1–10Much fewer have been dedicated to the understa
ing of what happens upon rotation of the field.11,12 In this
case, experimental evidences have been given recently t
laterally uniform interface domain wall~iDW! may form and
undergo an abrupt change of chirality, at a certain criti
angle. Micromagnetic models developed to predict the va
of this angle have failed to reproduce experimental data
that the process by which the chirality reversal actually
curs remains essentially unknown. It is the purpose of
present work to bring insights into this unusual reversal p
cess.

In a previous paper,12 we studied theoretically how a hard
soft bilayer is expected to behave in a rotating magnetic fi
as a function of the field amplitude and soft layer thickne
In the model used, the hard layer magnetization was assu
perfectly rigid and the soft layer was treated as a o
dimensional chain of spins with in-plane uniaxial anisotro
running normal to the interface.13 The anisotropic magne
toresistance~AMR! associated with the stable magnetic co
figurations of the bilayer was determined and compared s
cessfully with experimental data taken on
Tb55Fe45(50 nm)/Gd40Fe60(100 nm) ferrimagnetic stack
The manifold of qualitatively different field regimes pre
dicted by our model for this particular sample was obser
experimentally. This proved the ability of our theoretical a
proach to determine the stable magnetic configurations
such a system.

In the present work, we focus on a similar amorpho
Tb55Fe45~50 nm!/Gd40Fe60(t) hard/soft ferrimagnetic bilayer
but with a thinner soft GdFe layer (t550 nm). In this case
the iDW extends over a larger fraction of the sample. A
result, the chirality change gives rise to a larger variation
0163-1829/2004/69~14!/140401~4!/$22.50 69 1404
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AMR, which makes its study somewhat easier. As in t
sample studied in Ref. 12, the soft layer exhibits a we
defined uniaxial anisotropy in the plane. Here, the GdFe
isotropy field amounts toHa5(21165) Oe at 20 K. Electri-
cal resistivity measurements on this sample were carried
at 20 K, using a conventional four-wire method. These w
performed in the usual current-in-plane geometry after
sample had been cooled down from room temperature
field of 10 kOe applied along the current directionî . This
direction was within a couple of degrees from the easy a
of magnetization of the GdFe layerû. The field cooling in-
duces in TbFe a very high remanent magnetization whic
strongly constrained along the cooling-field direction14

hence alongî . At 20 K, TbFe is then extremely hard mag
netically ~switching field of the order of 10 kOe! and its
magnetization remains essentially unaffected by the appl
tion of fields of several hundreds of oersteds. After stabili
tion of the sample temperature to better than 0.05 K,15 and
reduction of the external field amplitude to the requir
value, the sample resistanceR was monitored while the field
H of anglec ~as measured fromî) was rotated in the plane
of the film, with a constant angular velocity of 0.5°/s. Da
were taken successively for counterclockwise~CCW! and
clockwise~CW! directions of rotation. This entire procedur
ensured that, at the beginning of each experiment, the h
and soft layers could be considered as uniformly magneti
along î;û, a situation which corresponds to the largest p
sible resistance of the bilayer (Ri).

Figure 1 shows examples of AMR curves recorded in
so-called low-field regime@Fig. 1~c!# and high-field regime
@Fig. 1~f!#. Also shown are the corresponding theoretic
curves computed using the model of Ref. 12. These d
illustrate the differences which exist between the two
gimes. For low applied fields, there is a single stable m
netic configuration accessible,s0, whatever be the orienta
tion of the field. The magnetization profile always evolves
a reversible manner with varyingc. No large twist of the
magnetization distribution develops in the soft layer. In t
©2004 The American Physical Society01-1
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case depicted in Figs. 1~a!–1~c! (H/Ha50.71), the angle
ũ(t) of the last spin of the chain~furthest from the hard
layer! never exceeds 40o. In the high-field regime, on the
contrary, two possible magnetization profiles exist for cert
field orientations and irreversible transitions from one co
figuration to another occur, which correspond to an invers
of the chirality of the iDW, as we shall discuss now. In t
case shown in Figs. 1~d!–1~f! (H/Ha52.84), the configura-
tion s1 initially adopted by the system as the field is rotat
CCW away from the pinning~current! direction is a Bloch-
like wall in which the spins rotate CCW with increasin
distance from the hard layer. It becomes metastable ac
exceedscc

m5180o @Fig. 1~e!#. Beyondcc
m , it would be en-

ergetically advantageous for the system to switch into
other magnetic configurations2 corresponding to a profile
of opposite chirality, i.e., in which the spins rotate CW. Ho
ever, an energy barrier separates the two states. Accordin
our model, the latter disappears only asc passescc

M (cc
M

5286o for H/Ha52.84) and the chirality reversal occurs b
unwinding of the wall.12 Experimentally@Fig. 1~f!#, the iDW
is found to reverse its chirality at an intermediate an
cc (211o for H/Ha52.84), betweencc

m andcc
M . Although

experimental and calculated data agree extremely well a
as the stable configurations are concerned@Fig. 1~f!#, the lack
of agreement about the chirality reversal angle and the
sence of experimental indications of the wall unwinding
not allow us to conclude, from an experiment such as tha
Fig. 1~f!, on how the magnetization really behaves during
reversal process.

FIG. 1. ~c,f! Counterclockwise AMR curvesDR/Ri5@R(c)
2Ri#/Ri ~where Ri537.1792V) deduced from experiment (s)
and computed~lines!, for two field values,~c! 150 Oe, and~f! 600
Oe, belonging to the low-field regime and high-field regime, resp
tively. Also shown are the corresponding theoretical angular va

tions of the angleũ(t) ~a,d! and of the total energyẽ ~b,e! associ-
ated with the stable magnetic profile~s! of the soft layer. Solid and
dashed lines in~d–f! correspond to thes1 ands2 profiles, respec-
tively. For the simulations, we assumed an angle of 1o between the
current direction and the soft layer easy axis, an exchange le
l522 nm ~after Ref. 12!, andHa5211 Oe.
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Most interestingly, our model predicts the existence of
intermediary-field regime in which three stable magne
configurations may coexist. The first two of them are of t
types described just before: thes1 and s2 configurations
corresponding to profiles of possibly large twists and op
site chiralities. The third one is equivalent to the only sta
configuration accessible in the low-field regime,s0, yet with
the major difference that it exists only in a restricted an
range, aroundc5180o. It corresponds to a profile in which
all the spins are roughly aligned antiparallel to the field.
these conditions, a two-stage chirality reversal is suscept
to occur, in which the magnetization would adopt succ
sively thes1, s0, ands2 configurations upon rotation o
the external field in the CCW direction.

Experimental evidence of such a two-stage process
given in Fig. 2~a!. Let us analyze in detail the AMR curv
taken for the CCW direction of rotation@symbols in Fig.
2~a!#. The first part of this curve (d), running fromc50o to
c5180o, is similar in shape to the one measured in high
field @Fig. 1~f!#. It corresponds to the progressive winding
a s1 profile of large twist@compareR(180o) andR(0o)]. As
c exceeds 180o, the resistance increases sharply (s) to
reach a level close to the maximum resistanceRi . This high
resistance is necessarily associated with a configuratio
which all the spins are oriented close to the current directi
Since a rotation of a majority of the spins towards the 18o

direction can be excluded on obvious physical grounds,
sharp increase observed can undoubtedly be attributed t
abrupt unwinding of the profile, i.e., to as1→s0 transition.
Beyond the anglec05191o where it reaches a maximum, th
resistance first decreases slowly with increasing angle (l).
The system remains in thes0 configuration, while the
~small! magnetization twist slightly increases. Then the
sistance decreases abruptly (h). This corresponds to the

-
-

th

FIG. 2. AMR curves measured with a rotating field of 198 O
(H/Ha50.94). ~a! Major counterclockwise~symbols! and clock-
wise ~line! curves. Solid~open! symbols indicate the reversible~ir-
reversible! parts of the CCW curve.~b! Minor AMR curves re-
corded by first rotating the field counterclockwise~dashed line! up
to cR5197o, then clockwise~symbols! down toc50o. ~c,d! Minor
curves~symbols! recorded following the same procedure as in~b!
with cR5185o ~c! andcR5200o ~d!. The solid lines in~b,c,d! are
the major curves shown in~a!.
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sudden reformation of a magnetic profile of large twist. W
note that the subsequent variation of resistance (j) follows
the very same AMR curve as the one measured before
transition when rotating the field CW@line in Fig. 2~a!#, that
is, upon formation of as2 profile. Then, on the basis o
trivial symmetry arguments, we can state that~i! the second
abrupt change in resistance reveals as0→s2 transition, i.e.,
a rapid winding of the spins in the opposite~CW! direction,
and that~ii ! this transition is eventually followed by a slow
unwinding of thes2 profile as-formed.

In order to further demonstrate that the intermediate c
figuration s0 temporarily adopted by the system during t
chirality reversal process is indeed a configuration analog
to that occurring in the low-field regime, we also carried o
an experiment in which the rotation of the field~CCW! was
stopped after the sample had been brought to thes0 state,
and then resumed in the opposite~CW! direction, while the
sample resistance was constantly monitored. The m
AMR curve obtained in this way is presented in Fig. 2~b!.
One should first notice that, after the direction of rotati
was reversed, andc decreased belowc0, the resistance
~symbols! does not show the same angular variation as
fore ~dashed line!. This is a clear evidence of the irrever
ibility of the s1→s0 transition. Second, the AMR curv
taken after the change of direction may be decompose
two parts. The first one (l) has a bell shape and close
obeysR(180o)5R(0o), as well as the symmetry relationsh
R(180o2c)5R(180o1c), three characteristic features o
the AMR curves obtained in the low field regime@Fig. 1~c!#,
hence of a profile of types0. The second part~circles! su-
perposes on the major CW curve~solid line!. Using symme-
try arguments once more, it can be ascertained that it co
sponds to as0→s1 transition (s) and the subsequen
unwinding of thes1 profile (d).

The scenario proposed which describes the chirality re
sal as a two-stage process was elaborated on the bas
purely empirical arguments. Hereafter, we shall show tha
is also supported by one-dimensional model calculatio
Experimentally, the transitions are found to have an ang
width of several degrees@Fig. 2~a!#. In most of the discussion
that follows, we will however ignore this aspect and defi
the angular position of the transitions precisely at the lo
tion of the largest experimental gradientdR/dc, considered
as representative of the ‘‘average’’ sample. Figure 3~b! shows
that the theoretical AMR curves reproduce the experime
data of Fig. 2~a! extremely well. This proves once again th
ability of our model to determine the magnetic configu
tions adopted by the TbFe/GdFe bilayer. From the comp
son between measured and calculated AMR data it is n
possible to identify for sure in what magnetic state the
layer system actually finds itself~symbols in Fig. 3! for any
c ~except those angles where the transitions occur!. By do-
ing this, one readily confirms that, upon rotation of the e
ternal field from 0 to 360o, the system occupies successive
the s1, s0, ands2 states.

Figures 3~c! and 3~d! show the energy of thes1, s0, and
s2 configurations@Fig. 3~c!# and the height of the intrinsic
energy barriers between them@Fig. 3~d!#, as a function ofc,
in the angular range where thes1→s0 (c5187o) and s0
14040
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→s2 (c5200o) transitions are detected experimental
These theoretical data obtained considering a laterally inv
ant magnetization distribution are not able to account for
aspects of the experimental observations. On the contrary
may point out two contradictions or inconsistencies betwe
experimental and theoretical results. First, a close inspec
of Fig. 3~c! allows one to see that, while the barrier heigh
are identical for the two transitions (De1

25De1
0 ), the gain in

energy would be~slightly! larger if the system switched from
s1 to s2, rather than tos0. Therefore a direct one-stag
s1→s2 reversal should be favored. Second, Fig. 3~d!
shows that, during thes1→s0 transition, the system is abl
to overcome a large energy barrier, whereas for thes0

→s2 transition it cannot do so and the corresponding bar
has to vanish before the transition can take place. In
sequel, we shall show that these inconsistencies, which
veal the limits of validity of our model, disappear when o
considers the formation of multidomain structures during
transitions.

Figures 2~c! and 2~d! show the results of experiment
where the direction of rotation of the field was reversed fro
CCW to CW while the system was switching froms1 to s0

@Fig. 2~c!# and froms0 to s2 @Fig. 2~d!#. It is clear from
these measurements that the sample contained both swit
and nonswitched domains and then that the transitions o
indeed in a laterally nonuniform manner, through the nuc
ation of ‘‘reversed domains.’’ Such nuclei must necessa
be separated from the surrounding nonswitched phase
some kind of complex lateral domain walls~LDW’s!, in
which the magnetization direction varies not only with t
perpendicular-to-plane coordinate, as in domains ofs1 or
s2 configuration, but also with the in-plane coordinates.
course, the creation of a LDW has a certain energy cost

FIG. 3. Results of the model calculations fort/l52.25 and

H/Ha50.94. ~a! Angle of the last spinũ(t), ~b! magnetoresistance

ratio, ~c! magnetic energy of the soft layerẽ, and~d! height of some
intrinsic energy barriers, as a function of the field anglec. The
solid, dashed, and dotted lines in~a,b,c! correspond to magnetic
profiles of the types1, s2, and s0, respectively. The symbols
indicate the states effectively occupied by the TbFe/GdFe bila
as deduced from the comparison of computed and experime
AMR data~see text for details!. The solid, dashed, and dotted line
in ~d! correspond to the energy barriers between thes1 and s0

states (De1
0 ), the s1 and s2 states (De1

2), and thes0 and s2

states (De0
2), respectively.
1-3
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in the usual case of the magnetization reversal, it is onl
the energy gain generated by the change of magnetic
figuration inside the domain exceeds the wall cost tha
switched domain can be created. Having pointed out that,
inconsistencies mentioned above can now be resolved
considering the gain-versus-cost balance in each case.

What differentiates mostly thes1→s2 transition from
the s1→s0 one is not the energy gain but the wall co
Indeed, because of their necessarily larger degree of ma
tization rotation, LDW’s separating domains ofs1 ands2

configurations must have an energy much larger than LD
between regions ofs1 ands0 configurations. In these con
ditions, the directs1→s2 transition might well be hindered
because of the prohibitive energy of the walls involved, le
ing thes1→s0 transition as the only one allowed. In con
trast, thes1→s0 and s0→s2 transitions do not differ
strongly in the wall cost. Indeed, for symmetry reasons,
energy of the two types of LDW involved (s0/s1 ands0/
s2) must be quite similar, as long asc;180o. These tran-
sitions rather differ in the energy gain@see Fig. 3~c!#. The
one associated with thes1→s0 transition rises rapidly with
increasingc. This makes the nucleation ofs0 domains pos-
sible relatively quickly afters1 has become metastable, an
well before it becomes unstable (c.226o). Comparatively,
the gain of thes0→s2 transition remains small and almo
constant with varyingc. A gain too low in comparison with
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the wall cost is certainly the reason why thes0→s2 transi-
tion occurs only whens0 stops being~meta!stable and the
system is forced to fall into the ground-states2 (c
5200o).

To end this discussion, we wish to draw attention to t
fact that the transitions detected upon rotation of the m
netic field CW, when starting from a multidomain state,
ther (s1,s0) @Fig. 2~c!# or (s0,s2) @Fig. 2~d!#, occur al-
most at the same angles as in the case where the samp
initially in a single-configuration state~major AMR curves!.
This implies that lateral domain expansion~LDW propaga-
tion! is limited and suggests that the reversal mechanism
dominated by nucleation. Then, the finite angular width
the transitions arises probably from a distribution of nuc
ation angle, due to lateral inhomogeneities in the sam
~e.g., local variations of thickness or magnetic anisotropy!.

In summary, we have brought clear evidence that, in
hard/soft exchange-coupled bilayer submitted to a rota
in-plane magnetic field, the twisted magnetization profi
formed at the interface may change its chirality in one or t
stages, depending on the field amplitude. The irrevers
transitions which take place during the two-stage proc
correspond, respectively, to an unwinding and a rewinding
the spins in the opposite sense. They occur essentially
nucleation of switched domains.
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